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Introduction

The attachment theory was first introduced by John Bowlby in 1960s about the mother-child bond [1]. He defined attachment as “a set of internal behaviors that would cause the infant to become closely related to his/her main caregiver, who is usually the mother” [2]. Although this concept was first introduced for the post-partum period, but it is believed that attachment starts long before birth, during pregnancy [3-5]. In other words, attachment starts when mother finds out about her pregnancy and this is the real start point for fetus’ dialog with his/her surrounding world [7]. Cranley has expressed mother’s attachment as her enthusiasm in behaviors for interacting with her fetus [8] and Muller believed that it is more than just a behavior and has defined as a unique relationship between the mother and her fetus [9]. The common characteristic among all of these definitions is emphasis on the importance of maternal-fetal relationship [10,11]. Development of this relationship is important due to its role in creation of attachment after birth [12,13]. Some researchers have reported that mother’s attachment to the fetus would develop during pregnancy and it would help her prepare for transition to the motherhood period [14,15]. Some studies have shown that prenatal attachment is an important factor in predicting post-partum attachment behaviors [6], it is associated with mother-infant post-partum interactions and communications [12] and it has an important role in the health of the pregnant mother and her fetus [11]. Attachment, which is one of the essential needs of human beings, would act like an invisible connection and maintain a close relation between the mother and the child [16], is considered an important part of child’s development [4,18-24] and would develop a sense of trust in the child [5]. Results of studies conducted on human beings and other species have revealed that care deprivation has a major effect on the evolution of regulatory system and coping with stress. Mother’s reaction to child’s stress is considered an important source for coping; therefore infants with sensitive and respondent parents would learn that at the time of stress, parents are always available and it would be more chance for them to have secure attached relationship with their parents in the future. But infants with insensitive parents would learn that parents are not always available at the time of stress and crisis; so they would probably develop an insecure relationship with their parents [2,5].

Inappropriate development of attachment would have an adverse effect on the regulating part of child’s right brain; different related studies have reported lower emotional and mental development, weak social interactions, school refusal, and more aggressive and hostile behaviors during childhood, behavioral disorders during adolescence and more tendencies toward drug abuse during adulthood [11,26].

Furthermore, mother’s attachment to her fetus has a close relation with other important processes. Mele is believed that being related and attached to the fetus and sacrificing for him/her is a responsibility that mothers should be committed to from the pregnancy period [27]. Mother’s commitment, attachment and preparation for taking care of their child during pregnancy are the main parts of the motherhood process and for reaching the maternal identity [27,28].

Since the presentation of this concept in the early 1980s many studies have been conducted in this issue. Most of the studies have evaluated attachment in the form of mother-infant postpartum interactions [29-32], but a few has been dedicated to studying the subjective world of parents about their fetus during pregnancy [33] and mother’s attachment to her fetus is not well recognized [34]; so that most of the studies about attachment during pregnancy are cross-sectional and related to the third trimester [1,6,11,35-42]. Studying attachment during a limited time period would not be able to provide comprehensible information about its related factors and outcomes [40]; while, according to evidences, this relationship could be affected by different factors like nationality, cultural, mental and social conditions and individual’s past; namely women who have not experienced a secured attachment during their childhood might encounter problems in developing an attachment to their infant [13,40]. Muller also believed that pregnant mother’s experience of attachment to her own mother during childhood, would affect her future attachments to the family, spouse and friends and this process is effective on accepting the pregnancy and attachment to the fetus [31]. In the other words, the current living condition of people is rooted in their past and attachment as a unique process is affected by personal factors, individual’s believes and past, environmental and cultural factors; attachment could also be affected by different issues like mental condition, social support, mother’s age, gravida and etc. which vary among different cultures [42].
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The review of literature about related factors to prenatal attachment among different groups of pregnant women have emphasized that despite the numerous evaluations and different methods of studies, further studies are required in this field [43]. For example, social support is one of the issues that its effect has not been conclusively determined [26]. Also, longitudinal studies are required to evaluate the effect of attachment during pregnancy on mothers’ mental health, parental behaviors, and the consequences of infancy. This information could not be obtained through cross-sectional studies and through one episode of data collection [31] and more studies are needed to provide us a perspective of the mother-infant relation over time [44].

Walsh has stated that predictive factors for mother-fetal relationship have yet not been determined conclusively [45]. By determining mothers’ attachment style and the status of maternal-fetal attachment during pregnancy, in time interventions and educations could be planned for improving these interactions and consequently improve the mother-child attachment during the sensitive period of growth [46]. The prenatal period is a proper chance for evaluating maternal-fetal attachment [11]. Since all of the mother’s behaviors, actions and thoughts during pregnancy could have more permanent effects on the fetus than any other period of child’s life [47], and also since pregnancy is considered a critical period in the development, therefore it is necessary to evaluate the mother’s attachment to her fetus more accurately. Studying attachment during pregnancy would provide us a chance to learn more about this process. According to Bowlby, studying this issue would help us understand and cope with the psychological problems during and after pregnancy [11].

Therefore considering the importance of attachment in child’s development and mother’s health and various factors that are effective on this matter and also lack of necessary information in this regard in our country, the research team decide to conduct this study to evaluate maternal-fetal attachment during pregnancy and its post-partum consequences on mother-infant relationship. This process should be studied during pregnancy and also after delivery so that the effect of related factors and the changes in attachment over time could be determined and comprehensive information about the effective underlying conditions on this issue would be gathered. Such study would reveal many facts about attachment and its related underlying and mediator conditions. Awareness about prenatal attachment is important in the health of pregnant mothers and their children, and also in finding optimal compatibility with motherhood. The collected information not only would increase the perception of the medical team about the process of attachment, but it would also provide the possibility for planning proper interventions to improve maternal-fetal relationship.
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